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LOOKING AT THE EXHIBIT OF REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA AWARDS WITH INTEREST

By

GIEDRE JANKEVICIUTE

The following article appeared in the Lietuvos Respublikos Zyaenu Paroda Suinteresuotu Zvilgsniu "KULTUROS BARAI"
Issue 90/10, pp. 22-2^. It is translated into English for us by our new LNA translator, Aleksandras Radzius of Balti-
more, Maryland. Aleksandras has been a meinber of the LNA for many years and has contributed several articles to this
publication.

On February 16. 1990 an exhibit of awards and medals issued by the Republic

of Lithuania and other social organizations was opened at the M. K. Ciurlionis Museum
of Art in Kaunas. For the first time we were able to see the totality of the awards used

during the Republic of Lithuania period.

True, in the winter of 1989, the Lithuanian awards collection of A. Astikis was
on exhibit at the Vilnius Applied Art Museum. Those who saw the exhibit could see

the variety of the Lithuanian awards used between the wars. However, the Astikas

display made it difficult to correlate the awards with the political history of the

country. Actually, the primary and the most interesting function of the study of

awards is to aid in the study of social history. The awards used by a country reflect its

internal political structure, sometimes changes in its politics, the relationship between

the state and its citizens. Also these awards, in part, reflect the the official hierarchy of

values.

The exhibit at the M. K. Ciurlionis Museum displayed all of the state awards of

the Republic of Lithuania as well as those awarded by social organizations during the

period between the wars. Material related to their function and origin, examples of the

awards, proposals and by-laws and certificates of wards were on exhibit. The greater

portion of the exhibit material came from the collection of the M. K. Ciurlionis Art

Museum. The material missing was supplied by the Vilnius History and Ethnographic

Museum and the collection of V. Kavaliauskas. The exhibit was prepared by employees

of the numismatic section V. Rutkauskiene and J. Abdulskaite. The organizers were not

able to prepare a cataloge of the exhibits in time. In part, this gap was filled by
information on medals and awards published in Kulturos Barai’ (1988, No. 12; 1989,

No. 5-10). Along these lines, of note is a recent article by A. Astikas Awards of the

Lithuanian Republic', (Tarybit Darbas, 1989. No. 2). The Lithuanian award collection of

the M. K. Ciurlionis Museum was written up by V. Rutkauskiene, ( Kulturos Barai',

1989 NO. 1 1 ). This overview is not only interesting documentation but also is witness

to how important and meaningful is the work of the curator demanding responsibility

and dedication. For example, such a sense of duty made it possible for the curators of

the M. K. Ciurlionis Museum to risk their careers in preserving the Lithuanian relics,

such as flags of various organizations and decorations of the Republic of Lithuania. The

flags were brought out last February 16 to participate in the opening ceremonies of

the exhibit. We can better appreciate the value of the exhibit if we realize that our
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brothers in fate, the Estonians and Latvians were not able to turn their decorations

over to museums and preserve their own awards from the Independence Period. Few

of them, no doubt, remained in private hands since the wave of repression first

effected those who were awarded these awards - those citizens who distinguished

themselves the most. Lithuania medals which had not been awarded: awards from the

chancery of the president of the republic; commercial, industrial, and awards of trade

houses: national guard; and scout medals found their way to the M. K. Ciurlionis

museum. Examples of all these awards were on public display to the public for six

months. Three display cases exhibited the highest state decorations: the complete sets

of the Order of Vytautas the Great, Order of the Cross of Vytis, and Order of King

Gediminas. On public display were not only the medals of the orders, their stars but

also miniatures, bars, rosettes, presentation boxes and certificates. The Lithuanian

decorations had all the components that are typical of modern decorations. These were

developed in accordance the customs of the day and as a result rosettes, bars and

miniatures were also developed and were used from the beginning of the 1 9th

century in place of the order medal, since the order medals were worn only with dress

uniforms or tuxedos for formal functions. The developers of the Lithuanian orders

meticulously studied old decorations and tried to follow tradition. The highest, the

Order of Vytautas the Great, corresponded to the aristocratic awards of other states. It

was not by chance that one of its forms is on a chain, w^hich is a characteristic of a

special award. Also, even the very design of the award, the pointed cross belong to a

one traditional forms of an award. Other Lithuanian orders, the Order of King

Gediminas and the Labor Star, are decorated with elements from Lithuanian folk art

although they are used sparingly in accordance with the principles of European award

styling. Exhibit viewers were able to read the regulations governing the awards: "By

Laws for Orders, Medals and Other Award of the State of Lithuania." which was made

public in 1930. They were published in the December 20, 1930, no. 343, issue of

"Valstybes 2inios" (State News). The wearing of the decorations was illustrated by

photographs.and two mannequins - one wearing a Lithuanian army officers uniform

and the other wearing a tuxedo.

One display case showed the development of the orders. On display were

proposed designs, sketches, and variations. Among the variations were variations of

the Order of Vytautas the Great. The exhibit would have been more informative if a

broader history of the development of this order were presented, e.g. information

about the competition, who participated and the winners of the competition. Of course,

such information if difficult to research since the fate of the chancery archive relative

to the order is unknown and all data must be gathered piecemeal. However, from

surviving chancery documents which indicate that the competition for the Order of

Vytautas was held in 1930 and that the proposal accepted from those who were

invited to participate in the competition was that of artist John Joseph Burba. Among

the competition participants who were recorded were artists M. Dobuzinskas, V.

Dubeneckis, and army officer Cekauskas (CVA, f. 923, ap.l, b. 675, 1. 48). Therefore, to

attribute the design of the order to V. Dubeneckis (article by V. Rutkauskiene from the

cycle Orders of the Republic of Lithuania' in Kulturos Barai', 1989 No. 8) or M.

Dobuiinskas have no foundation. Since the authorship of the design of the Order of

Continued on page 5...



FEATURE OF THE MONTH, By Frank Passic, Albion, Michigan.

AUGSBURG DISPLACED PERSONS CAMP MONEY

AUGSBURG CAMP MONEY
Team: 114

Issue year: 1946

Size: 3 3/4 x 2 7/8 inches

Denominations: 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50

Colors: Obverse: Denomination numeral, Team 114,

and center area in red ink for the "CENTER"
notes. "KAMP" notes have black ink. Aqua color

other printing both types.

Reverse: Red ink printing for "CENTER"
notes; black ink for "KAMP" notes.

Types: 1) "CENTER" below denomination numeral; 2)

"KAMP" below denomination numeral.

One interesting aspect of Lithuanian numis-
matics is the Camp Money issued by the Displaced

Persons camps in Germany and Austria immediately
following World War II. Many Lithuanians were in

these camps, and Lithuanian DP camp money was
issued in several of these camps for use in the

canteen.

In the August 1984 issue of The Numismatist,
this writer along with Steve Feller presented a

detailed history and listing of Displaced Persons

camp money. Recently this author discovered another

set of Lithuanian camp money notes (previously

unknown), this time from Augsburg, Germany.
These notes come in two versions. The first

type bears the English language word "CENTER"
below the denomination numeral, while type two
bears the German word "KAMP." There also are

color differences between the two. These notes have
illustrated here have been donated to the Balzekas

Museum of Lithuanian Culture in Chicago where
they are now on display in their large Lithuanian

numismatic room.
In order to acquaint our newer readers with

this type of "money," we are reprinting the introduct-

ion portion of this writer's 1984 article here. The
article later lists and illustrates Lithuanian camp
money from Scheinfeld, Bad Worishofen, and Ludwig,
and mentions others reported to exist.

In May 1945 Europe was in chaos.

With the fall of the Nazis, Germany
was sliced into Allied zones, and the

process of rebuilding Europe began.

War and its aftermath had uprooted
thousands of people from their homes
and countries, and many found
themselves liberated from Nazi con-

centration camps with no place to go.

The care of refugees in Europe was
handled by the United Nations Relief

and Rehabilitation Administration
(UNRRA) until 1947, when responsi-

bility was transferred to the Interna-

tional Refugee Organization (IRO),

which also was a function of the

United Nations. These refugees

became known as displaced persons

(DPs), and the Allied powers soon

realized they had a delicate problem to

solve.

Two distinct themes emerged regard-

ing the "repatriation" of DPs, most of

whom were housed throughout the

western zones of Austria and Ger-

many. First, many Jews who survived

the Nazi holocaust wished to migrate

to Israel, then known as Palestine.

However, the British Mandate allowed
only 1,500 Jews to enter Palestine each
month, thus delaying the relocation of

Jewish DPs.

This backlog, in turn, created quite a

conflict of interests. The control of

Jewish DP camps rested with the

American-Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee (AJDC), which, although
organized in cooperation with

This ticket can be used only to make Purchases at

the canteen in the Augsburg Center.

Purchases can be made only by legal Residents of the >

Augsburg D. P. Center. This Ticket can be voided at

any time at the discretion of the executive U.N.R.R.A.

officer of the Augsburg D. P. Cehter.
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CAMP MONEY
(Conti nued from page 3...)

UNRRA, encouraged migration to

Palestine.

Second, while the Jewish people

knew where they wanted to be

relocated, Eastern Europeans, par-

ticularly Lithuanians, had definite

ideas about where they did not want
to relocate. When the Nazis retreated

from Lithuania in 1944, thousands of

Lithuanians fled their country in ad-

vance of the occupying Soviet army,

knowing of the terror to come.

By the end of the war, roughly

70,000 Lithuanians had made their

way into Germany and Austria. At
first, the Allied powers thought these

people took up residence in western

Germany against their will and that

they naturally would prefer to return

to their homeland, but such was not

the case.

The Allies, including the United

States, initially accused Lithuanian

DPs of being former Nazi sympathizers.

They later realized that the actual

reason for their reluctance to return to

their country was based on the fact

that because they witnessed the Soviet

annihilation of Lithuania in 1940-41,

they certainly would be executed or

deported to Siberia if they set foot on
their native soil. Still, to the horror of

many, some were forcibly sent back by

the Allies, never to be heard from

again.

Accordingly, suspicion and distrust

ran high in DP camps housing Lith-

uanian refugees. A large percentage of

the inhabitants were professionals

—

physicians, engineers, jurists, teachers,

pulilic officials, anists and clerks—and
would have been targeted instantly by
the Soviet occupational regime if they

returned home.
Gradually, western nations accepted

the reality of the situation and opened

their doors to large numbers of im-

migrants from DP camps Many DPs
made their way to new lives in the

United States, Canada, Australia and

Great Britain, while Jewish refugees,

who before had languished in Hitler's

concentration camps, witnessed the

unfolding of the Jewish state of Israel.

Following the war, many DP camps
issued their own internal currency,

which was used to pay workers and

others within their confines. GendV-
ally, the money was spent at the can-
teen or "P.X." for needed supplies. A
virgin field for collectors and re-

searchers alike, DP camp money has
caught the attention of numismatists
in recent years, particularly as more
and more unreported issues appear on
the market.
With few exceptions, DP camp

money research is scattered, and

numismatic information is often in-

complete. However, one must bear in
mind that each camp's money was
redeemed and destroyed, and residents
had little cause to save it. Thus, many
notes described in numismatic liter-

ature are one-of-a-kind, and all are con-
sidered very scarce to rare, bringing
high premiums in today's market. Fur-
thermore, it is safe to assume that
more previously-unreported issues will
appear as surviving DPs die and
samples of camp money appear in their
estates.

With these things in mind, the
authors searched numismatic literature
and present here a compilation of all

known DP camp monies, giving de-
tailed numismatic data when available.
In addition, new historical facts based
on original research are combined with
existing information so that the reader
may comprehend the context in which
the money of each camp was issued
and used.

A great majority of DP camp monies
reported to date were used by Jews and
Lithuanians, and their issues will be
presented first. However, this listing

also considers "generic" camp money
issued by the IRQ for use throughout
Austria, and previously-unknown
Polish DP camp money from Luitpold,
Germany. The authors welcome
reports of camp money issued for use
by people of other nationalities.

A camp publication features this

photograph of "Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia . . . waiting for the dawn of their

independence. ”
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Vytautas the Great is in doubt, I will site another document. It is an extract from the

from the Curriculum Vitae of J. G. Burba kept in his personnel file in the Republic of

Lithuania Ministry of Transportation Personnel File; "Won the national competition for

the design of Order of Vytautas the Great. All five classes of the order were
manufactures in Switzerland under my supervision. Designed the award certificates

for all state decorations, which were printed under my supervision". (CVA, f, 386, ap

3. b. 8, 1. 43). With these autobiographic facts can be added, that J G Burba designed

also the "Order of the Three Flames" of the jaunalietuviai (trans. note; literally Toung
Lithuanians") - one of the most elegant awards of a public organization which was also

on exhibit without any indication as to who designed it.

A person interested in Lithuanian awards would also be interested in a unique

example of the Order of the Morning Star. This order was not an official one. According

to the 1926 proposal for the by-laws of the Order of the Morning Star, it was supposed

to be a three class military order (CVA, f. 923, ap. 1, b. 462, 1. 80). The exhibit

displayed an example of a first class award. According to J. Sideravicius, in place of the

Order of the Morning Star, the Order of Gediminas was instituted (Sideraviaus, J.

Lietuvos valstybiniq apdovanojimq_ likimas (Fate of the Lithuanian State Decorations)

in; Lietuvos rytas (Lithuanian morning) February 7, 1990). However, in the proposed

by-laws of the order, it is indicated that the Order of the Morning Star was to be

considered second after the Order of Gediminas. Therefore, it w^as not the original

intention to replace one order with another. It was decided not to adopt the Order of

the Morning Star.

The final determination on the orders was made by a special commission

formed in 1923. It was composed of four members: a representative of the

government, a historian and two artists. The historian and the two artists during the

early phase of the committee's work were professor K. Jablonskis and artists A. Varnas

and P. Rimsa. The commission was to work on instituting the Order of Vytis for civilian

and military service, the Independence Cross, and the previously mentioned Order of

the Morning Star. However, only the three orders already mentioned were approved -

Order of Vytautas the Great, Order of the Cross of Vytis, and the Order of Gediminas.

Variations of the last two orders were also on exhibit. In the category of State

decorations were also a number of medals - medals of the orders, Founding Volunteers

Medal, Independence Medal, Lifesaving Medal, and Star of the National Guard. The

orders were awarded to persons in the Republic of Lithuanian who especially

distinguished themselves and medals were awarded to ordinary citizens. The awards

were a concrete recognition of each individual who contributed to the work of

establishing the state, letting each worker or head of a household feel his worth. For

example, the Independence Medal was awarded to 44 thousand individuals.

Interestingly, two variations of the medal by J. Zikaras were on exhibit. One was a

modification requested by the recipient, the modification was rejected. There w^re

only a few such examples. Also, in the rare exhibit category belongs another model of

J. Zikaras, a model of the Founding Lithuanian Army Volunteer Medal. This model is

also of interest in that it shows to a person who is not familiar with the process, how
medals come into existence. Of historical interest are medals dedicated to president A.

Smetona. Among these at the exhibit were the Medal of the Liberty Bell, a medal

Continued on page 8...
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struck a ^ kopeck copper coin only in 1925-28. In connection with the coins of the Russian occupied P/L Republic in

the 19th century, a denar equalled Poland's grosz. The denejka, the % kopeck (and the other small change of Czarist

Russia, the X kopeck) its coins circulated in Lithuania under the Russians in the 19th and 20th centuries.

DENGA. (Plural dengi, fro the Tatar tengha) A small Russian silver coin (Moscow, Kiev, Pskov, Novogorod and other

areas) appearing for the first time in RUssia at the end of the l^th century, and initially weighing about 0.93 g. 200

dengi could be struck from a cast silver grivna, and that sum would total a monetary ruble. The style and denomination

of the earlier denga were derived from coins of the Tatars, plunderers of the Russians. Until the time of Peter the

Great, the word "moneta" (coin) was unknown in the Russian language; all metal monetary symbols were termed "dengi,"
and the basic coin was a denga. In the course of time, the Russian denga depreciated form silver to billon, in 1700—

a

copper coin, and in the 19th century, the tiny \ kopeck's small piece, the denejka, supplanted it.

DENOMINACIJA/Denomination. In numismatics, it is the inscribed legend showing its value; the clear description on

a monetary issue (coin, note, banknote), the total andname of the monetary unit (or financial division of the unit)

for which this symbol is issued and is validated.

DESINE IR KAIRE/Right and Left. In examining coins, the side of the coin coincides with that of the viewer. In

heraldry, it is just the opposite.

DINARAS . (Arabian dinar, from the Roman denarius). 1. The gold unit in the Arabian monetary system, at the

end of the 7th century. It weighed 4.25 g. 2. An Arabian-Moslem gold coin, initially struck in 696 A.D. (imitating the

Solidus of Byzantium) in Damaskus and struck by the Asiatic, African, and Spanish (Moors) Arabian dynasties until the

l6th century. Originally, the weight of this coin was 4.25 g., about 0.980 fineness of gold. During ensuing ages, the

fineness of the metal as well as weight of the denar varied (for example, the fineness of the Spanish denar at one

time reached a low of 0 770 ,
while the Abasidian and Samanidian denars fluctuated between 3-43-4. 70g.), so that the

majority of the coins described here varied in circulation according to their' weight. 3- The copper coin of Bulgarian

Kamos in the 13th century, struck in Bulgaria (in the capital of Kamos, on the lower Volga). 4. A Servian unit, later

also Yugoslavia's consisting of 100 pars, in silver, nickel-bronze, aluminum-bronw, and finally, a zinc coins. 5- A

0.01 part of the riale of Saudi Arabia, formerly Persia now Iran; likewise, 5 riales or a pound (a monetary unit) of

Iraqu, and 1000 fils, a denar or pound in Jordan.

DINERO/Denar. A small billon coin of Spain, a denar, initially sturck in Navarre at the beginning of the 11th

century. The final few of this denomination of Henry II (1369-1379), the denars weighted 0.4-0. 5 g, they assayed about

0.139 of silver. From 1857, the Republic of Peru denar was the smallest billon coin, equal to 10 centavos.

DIOSKURAI. (In greek, dioskouroi), mytological sons of Zeus and Leda, the twins Castor and Pollux, who appeared

during the battle for ROme at the Regillus Lake in 494 B.C.; portrayed on the original Roman denars (3rd century B.C.)

as joing the battle astride, with lances forward. Their sacred stars (Castor and Pollux from Gemini) shining overhead.

DIRHEM (In Persian direm; from the Greek drachma). 1. A unit of Arabian monetary system, introduced in the era of

the first Kalifite (the 7th century) and weighing 2.97 gr. 2. An Arabian-Muslim (and mongolian) silver coin, original-

ly struck at the end of the 7th century, weighing about 4 g., and circulating in Asia, Africa, in Eastern and Middle

Europe for about 1200 years. Its value relationship with the gold denar basically was 10:1. Later it, as did other

coins of those days, suffered all types of changes; its weight grew and decreased, from almost pure silver to billon;
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there were even copper dirhems, coated with silver, or even entirely unsilvered (such dirhems were sometimes called
follis). For this reason, all dirhems were individually rated in circulation, and those of higher silver assay value,

were valued by weight. Excavations and findins attest that these moslem coins even reached Lithuania and other Baltic

nations. 3. A 1/20 part of the Iraq monetary unit denar (or pound) equals 50 fils, a silver coin.

DISAGIO. See AGIO.

DOLERIS/Dollar. (From the German Taler). The U.S.A., Canadian, Liberian monetary unit consisting of 100 cents. A

gold or silver ocin, and paper money of one dollar denomination. The name dollar is used for moneyin CHina, Malasia,

Guinna, Hong Kong and elswhere.

DONATYVAI/Donativum. 1. In ancient Rome, coins or moneys set aside for the maintenance of soldiers (a series of

Casear’s denars even have the letter D counterstamped). 2. During the middle ages and evenlater, the gifts from

cities to their new rulers on the occasion of their crowning or taking office in political programs; the presentation

of large gold ducats, Portugalers and other valuable or significant coins; such donations were frequently given by

Prussian cities to the rulers of Poland-Lithuania. 3. More precious metals were used to strike coins in dies of

lesser value coins (for example, ten or 20 ducat planchets were used, struck by dollar dies, as special gifts.).

DOVANOJAMIEJI NUMIZMATAI/Numismatic Gifts. Prepared for distribution, gifting, or advertising purposes, at the or-

der of a high official, institution or organization. These numismatic items are divided into three categories: I.

Errior strik coins, which were struckin the usual course of circulation coins with proper dies, but not in legal form

or on a planchett of higher value, as for examle an entire series of German l6th and 17th century clips (often worn

by the recipients on their breasts with the help of a chain) or gold copies of the taler and lesser silver coins in

the price range of 2 to 20 ducats; 2. Historical coins (which see). 3. All types of medals given, distibuted and sold

on the occasion of a kin's crowning, inauguration of a president or other important events, national or state holidays,

or on the occasion of outstanding competitions in science, art or sport. The first numismatic gifts appeared in the

middle ages; some are still produced and distibuted today.

DRACHMA. 1. A small weight unit among the ancient Greeks; in Greece and in various other Asia Minor countries

differing somewhat; for example, in Athens, about ^.37 g, in Aegina, 6.29 gr, in Rhodes, 3.89 g., in Pheonecia, 3.63

gr, in Babylonia, 5.H g., the Persian Drachma was 5.70 g. 2. In almost any of these countries, it was an old coin,

weighing one drachma. 3. In the era of the Crusads (middle of the 13th century), a silver coins was struck in Acco in

the value of one drachma, at the start with Kuphish legends, later, at the instructions of Pope Innocent IV, with

Catholic legends, but engraved in Arabian script. In modern Greece, (from the restoration of the monarchy in

1831), thje monetary unit is 100 leptons and a silver, later, a copoper-nickel coin.

DUBLIKATAS/Duplicate. A reproduction, a secondary issue of a coin, medal, token or banknote, the same in outward

appearance, though not always identical.

Continued next issue...
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conceived and issued in the U.S.A. with dedication inscriptions to A. Smetona and the

Swiss firm 'Huguenin freres et C^' whose services were constantly used by

Lithuanians. Another was a medal dedicated to the president to commemorate the

500th anniversary of the death of Vytautas the Great. It was mounted on a wooden
plaque and had the inscription Hommage de la Maison". This exhibit graphically

represent the significance of commemorative medals. The commemoratve medals, like

the various awars, have not only a commemorative function, but also they frequently

function as symbols of distinction. A commemorative medal by P. Rimsa gently

reminded us of the painful Vilnius issue at that point in time, i.e. the commemorative

Vilnius medal which was presented by the government to members of the British

parliament who visited Lithuania in 1924. The orders awarded in Lithuanian and

other European countries were often motivated by politically issues. The matter of

awarding of foreigners with Lithuanian decorations and the awarding of foreign

decoration to Lithuanians consumed a considerable portion of the workload of the

Foreign Ministry. It paid meticulous attention to these matters. Foreign Minister D.

Zaunius wrote to the Chancellor of Awards P. Bielskis (Oct. 21, 1931 ): "Since the matter

of miniatures and rosettes of Lithuanian decorations has not been resolved, the

decoration we award are not worn in public. As a result, we are unnecessarily

diminishing the value and influence of our decorations. " (CVA, f. 383. ap. 7, b. 1 1 14,1.

32). In the late 30's, to preserve to prestige of the orders, the government limited the

number of orders awarded even though the governing by laws stipulated that the

number of Knights of Lithuanian Orders was not limited. The nature of the concern is

illustrated by a letter from the Presidential Chancery to the Ministry of Education

(August 5, 1938): "With the concurrence of the President of the Republic, the following

new guidelines for nominating candidates for the Order of Vytautas the Great and the

Order of Gediminas, and with regard to the holidays of these orders (September 8 and

February 16):

1 ) Nominees for the Order of Vytautas the Great are to be exceptional, having

distinguished themselves with exceptional service to the Lithuania state, with actions

which brought glory to the Lithuanian nation or benefited mankind. As a result,

although the number of candidates for individual ministries is not limited, the

maximum number of awards given out during the August 8 holiday will no more that

15.

2) The number of awards for the Order of Gediminas to be awarded by the

Ministry of Education will be no more that 15. (CVA, f. 391. ap. 4, b. 1928, 1. 58).

In order to determine the status of Lithuanian decoration abroad, relevant

material was meticulously gathered. Among the material gathered were translations of

award certificates. The exchange of decorations between Lithuania and other countries

such as Czechoslovakia or the Scandinavian countries which at the time allied to it, was

a way of furthering good relations. A good example of this could be a December 1931

letter from J. Auk^tuolis, Minister with a Portfolio to Finland, to the (Lithuanian)

Foreign Minister in reference to presenting an award to the Finish president on the

occasion of his 70th birthday. All three of the new Baltic States - Lithuania, Latvia, and

Estonia - honored the Finish president with their highest decorations. The Latvians

awarded him the Order of the Three Stars with a chain and the Lithuanians, the Order
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of Vytautas the Great with a chain. In one letter. J Aukstuolis writes with pride Our
decoration, as the most attractive, was photographed and appeared in all newspapers
and magazines. P. Baluodis (translators note: Baluodis was president of Latvia) did not
like the fact that photographs with their award was not published in newspapers
CVA, f. 383, ap. 7, b. 1114, 1. 2). This quote shows the high artistic quality of

Lithuanian decorations. Otherwise, they had little prestige, since they belonged to a

new. small and uninfluentiai country. It is not by chance that when we search lor

material on Lithuanian medals and decorations, it is hard to come by. It is only due to

their artistic merits that some of them appeared in foreign albums or cataliTgues. and
thereby spreading the name of Lithuanian throughout the world. The current
Lithuanian population is not satisfied in considering these decorations as relics or as
pieces of period art. To our forebearers.they were symbols of personal loyalty and
service in the interest of society. It is in this light that we should become familiar with
them. The Kaunas M. K. fiurlionis Art Museum curators presented the public with an
in depth, excellently preserved collection of Lithuanian decorations However, this

collection still awaits the attention of a researchers, their comments and
interpretations, so that it would become a living part of our cultural inheritance.

SAMOGITIAN ART FAIR MEDAL

As part of the emerging Lithuanian

independence movement in 1989, a Samogitian
Art Exhibit was held in the port city of

Klaipeda. A 60 mm. bronze medal was minted,

which we are illustrating here.

The obverse features an artist holding

a brush and sculpturing tool. The legend

reads, "PASAULIO ZEMAICIU DAILES
PARODA," which translates, "The World's

Samogitian Art Fair." After the word
PARODA appears an emblem consisting of

the letter "A" with a circle around it.

Whether this symbol is that of the artist, or

the manufacturer, we don't know at this

time.

The reverse features the Samogitian

bear emblem in the center, holding an oak

leaf/branch. Above the bear is the Lithuanian

insignia, the Columns of Gediminas. On the

top is the date 1989, and at the bottom is

the city name, KLAIPEDA.

(This medal is on exhibit in the

numismatic room at the Balzekas Museum

of Lithuanian Culture in ChicagoL
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LITHUANIAN COINS FOR SALE!

1^25 Coins

'^-1 1 Centas, AU $35; !(F $30; VF $25-

Y-2 5 Cental, VF $25; Fine $20.

Y-3 10 Centu, VF $25; Fine $20.

Y-4 20 Centu, XF $35; VF $30; Fine $20.

Y-5 50 Centu, VF $30; Fine $25.

Y-6 1 Litas, XF $30; VF $25; Fine $20.

Y-7 2 Litu, VF $35; Fine $25.

Y-8 5 Litai, XF $50; VF $40; Fine $30

1936 Coins

Y-9 1 Centas, AU $18, XF $16; VF $12.

Y-10 2 Cental, Brill. AU $40; XF $30; VF $25.

Y-11 5 Cental, XF $30; VF $25.

Y-12 5 Litai, XF $40; VF $35. (Basanavicius)

Y-I 3 10 Litu, AU $100; XF 75. (Vytautas)

1938 Coins

Y-14 10 Litu, XF $125 . (Smetona)

Complete Set of the coins of the Re-

public of Lithuania (1925, 1936, 1936)

Y-1-14, 14 average circulated coins. Comes

mounted with beautiful blue custom-made

Capital Plastic holder. Holder has map

of Lithuania, Vytis emblem, and dates in

gold print. A cherished item indeed.

Supply limited. $350.00 plus $10 postage

and -insurance.

Capital Plastic coin holder for

Y-1-14 set of Lithuanian coins (described

above). $25.00.

Balzekas Museum of Lith-

uanian Culture, 6500 S. Pulaski

Rd., Chicago, IL 60629 (312) 582-

6500.

Please enclose sufficient

funds for postape/handling.
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Subscription/membership for
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210A5.
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The April 1991 issue of Bridges has an

excellent article entitled, "On the Sovereign-

ty of Lithuania," which it encourages people

to copy and distribute. Bridges is the Lithua-

nian-American News Journal published

monthly in the English language. It presents

articles on Lithuania, history, culture, politi-

cal events, and serves as a source of infor-

mation for those interested in Lithuania

and its history, keeping the reader informed

as to the latest developments.
Interested persons may write: Bridges,

P.O. Box 3050, Worcester, Massachusetts

01613-3050. Subscriptions are $12 annually.

* * *

The Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian

Culture genealogy department publishes a

quarterly newsletter, Genealogija, which is

filled with interesting genealogical informa-

tion. The genealogical department also

solicits inquiries from persons researching

their Lithuanian heritage, etc. It welcomes
donation of Lithuanian family histories and

genealogies. If you are interested in your

Lithuanian familyhistory/genealogy, write:

Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Culture,

"Genealogija," 6500 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago,

Illinois 60629. A subscription to Genealogija

is $10.

* * *ANA 5 7 209

818 -445 8154


